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ALBUM REVIEW | "Against The Grain" - Iron Bridge Band  
by Peter Merrett (Station Manager at PBS 106.7 - Melbourne, AU) 

 

I wasn't sure what to expect from this album so 

approached it with an open mind. Man what a 

delight it is, what with a Rock/Blues feel but with a 

wall to wall sound that is unrelenting but not over 

powering at all. Everything about this album and 

band is outstanding and so very listenable, their 

songs are very well crafted and pertinent for 

today's world. The sound is big and bold but not 

over powering to the listener. 

 

Track 1 | "A Little Too High"  

Hard rocking opening track with the dual leads of Chandler Mogel and Amy Anderson stating their case 

for getting what they want and what is going to stop them! Not good enough for heaven but also not 

quite bad enough for hell. Stephen Walsh lays down some scorching rock guitar that is angst ridden 

strutting throughout the song as is the stunning chorus. Rhythm section of husband and wife team of 

Scott and Laney Suky. Powerful nonstop rocking intro to this album. 

  

Track 2 | "Black Sheep's Son"  

Another rocking offering that really moves along featuring Chandler Mogel and Amy Anderson's 

stunning vocals and Stephen Walsh's brilliant guitar. A big feature of these songs are the absolutely 

amazing backing vocals that give depth and pathos. The Sukys keep the rhythm section tight and in the 

groove. Wonderfully crafted love song or should that be of loved scorned? 

  

Track 3 | "The Fall"  

Rather sombre ballad that enables Chandler Mogel and Amy Anderson to extend respective range and 

this one provides more space and time for Stephen Walsh's guitar to permeate throughout the song 

effortlessly. By now it is obvious that the band have a close affinity for the past guitar bands but have 

a wonderful freshness to the sound. Big soaring vocals, solid rhythm section, stunning guitar and 

exquisite chorus. Yes indeed it has it all! 

  

Track 4 | "American Boss"  

Quite an apt song for the present what with the undeniable questioning of contemporary politics in the 

US at present. Amy Anderson provides the stunning dual lead and Nick Suky provides the snare drum 

cadence for this song to really strengthen the patriotic sound. Pointed vocals and strong opinions cut 
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and jibe at those elected to govern for all with a whole mess of common sense. This one returns us to 

the era of Woodstock and the counter generation with their protest songs. Powerful indeed. 

  

Track 5 | "Raleigh"  

Sweet southern country rocker featuring Chandler Mogel and Amy Anderson's vocals at their best and 

he certainly sets the bar high.  The addition of acoustic guitar really lifts the feel and warmth to the song 

as does the now stunning omnipresent chorus. I must say l love the wall to wall vocals on these 

recordings. Rambling on down the road looking for the right love. 

  

Track 6 | "Every" 

Dreamy southern rock ballad that feels just so good with Chandler Mogel and Amy Anderson's vocals 

quite poignant and pleading. Solid guitar styling’s from Stephen Walsh demands attention to its 

wonderful tone. I marvel at the sheer majesty and beauty of the backing singers who aren't just some 

last minute addition to the recording but are an important part of the mix. 

  

Track 7 | "Mark Twain" 

Here we move on down to N'awlens for some southern fried Rock/Blues that certainly chugs along like a 

Mississippi River paddle steamer. There is a real down home Americana feel to the lyrics as it draws on 

the patriotic side of the listener. The rhythm section of the Sukys certainly keep this one from sticking in 

the Mississippi mud as they powerfully lead the band. Stephen Walsh's guitar certainly is tasty as is 

Chandler Mogel and Amy Anderson's vocals. All in all an outstanding track.  

  

Track 8 | "Backwoods Charm (A Southern Gothic)"  

Here we have a completely different sound a feel but again Chandler Mogel & Amy Anderson are 

stunning with his vocals. The Sukys rhythm section absolutely drive this one along relentlessly as 

Stephen Walsh riffs all over and around the sound. Big backing vocals extend this one to another level. 

This group certainly write great songs that are perfect for their sound and feel. 

  

Track 9 | "Day Gets Me Down"  

Here the band draw on the recognizable feel of the Stax style from Memphis, Tennessee and Muscle 

Shoals. Jeff Levine lays down the required B3 to stunning effect as Jessie Wagner is brought into the mix 

with her outstanding vocals to elevate this one even higher and share lead duties with Mogel. Southern 

sweetness that permeates from start to finish and has that intrinsic make you feel good vibe. There is 

nothing that could be done to make this one better as it is absolutely stunning with every element 

contained within perfect, a real tour de force! 
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Track 10 | "Faded" 

Stephen Walsh proves that less is more with this incredibly stunning solo instrumental. His feel and tone 

is exquisite as he doesn't overplay but rather allow the space to absorb every note and well placed 

chord. This certainly proves that Walsh is one seriously great guitarist indeed. Quite a beautiful respite 

from the full on rock of the previous tracks. One that will certainly have you pressing "re-play" over 

and over again. 

  

Track 11 | "Wilderness" 

Stunning heartfelt folk/rock that strips the sound back to great effect. Here Chandler Mogel handles the 

vocals with his flawless voice, here displaying his wonderful tenor, as the Sukys rhythm section shines. 

Amy Anderson provides the sublime counter vocals and Stephen Walsh the wonderful guitar. The word 

that comes to mind with this one is a resounding "wonderful". 

  

Track 12 | “Light In August"  

Stephen Walsh opens this one with expressive acoustic guitar heralding in the wonderful voice of Amy 

Anderson to inflect a different sound and feel to the rest of the album. The wonderful counter voice is 

Walsh and he provides the ethereal sound that allows Amy Anderson to shine throughout. There is a 

majesty and beauty about this one and a wonderful finish to the album. 


